Improvement plan for
Sandy Creek Primary School
2019 to 2021

School name

Sandy Creek Primary School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

We uphold a community that values every individual
and we continually strive for excellence in learning and
wellbeing.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
Literacy - To increase student
achievement in reading (R-7)
with a particular focus on oral
language

Targets
For those students enrolled in Years 1 and 2 in 2019, at least 80%
will be in the Middle or Upper growth bands for Running Records.
For those students enrolled in Year 2 in 2020, at least 85% will be in the Middle or Upper
growth bands for Running Records. For those students enrolled in Year 3 in 2020, at least
80% will have demonstrated at least one year's growth in their PATR results..

For those students enrolled in Years 3 and 4 in 2021, at least 85% will
have demonstrated at least one year's growth in their PATR results.

Numeracy - To increase
student achievement in
mathematics (R-7), particularly
in the number strand

For those students enrolled in years 3, 4 and 5 in 2019, we will increase
by 5% the number of students achieving above the 50th %ile in PATM
For those students enrolled in years 4, 5 and 6 in 2020, we will increase
by 5% the number of students achieving above the 50th %ile in PATM

For those students enrolled in years 5,6 and 7 in 2021 we will increase
by 5% the number of students achieving above the 50th %ile in PATM

Challenge of practice

Success criteria

If teachers adopt a common
approach to ensure classroom
interactions effectively engage
students in talk about reading using
Reciprocal Teaching Practices,
then we will increase student
achievement in reading R-7.

In Reciprocal teaching groups and class
sessions we will see R-7 students clarifying,
predicting, summarising and questioning
with increasing confidence.
In classrooms we will see students having
meaningful conversations about their
learning with other students and with adults
(teachers and SSOs).
Students will using more Tier 2 and Tier 3
vocabulary when discussing their learning.
Students will be achieving their individual
reading learning goals.

If teachers adopt a common approach
to ensure classroom interactions
effectively engage students in talk about
maths, with a strong focus on explicit
teaching of mathematical vocabulary
and Big Ideas in Number, then we will
increase student achievement in
mathematics, particularly in the number
strand, R-7

When engaged in mathematical problem
solving tasks, students demonstrate the
appropriate use of mathematical vocabulary.
In observations and Big Ideas in Number
testing year 3-5 students demonstrate
increased understanding of place value and
multiplicative thinking.
Students will be achieving their individual
maths learning goals.
Students will be utilising natural language,
symbolic language, pictorial language and
tactile functional language in daily math
tasks.
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Improvement plan for Sandy Creek Primary School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice,
contact:
Shelley McInerney
Review, Improvement and Accountability
Phone: 8226 4297
Shelley.McInerney@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
Literacy - To increase student
achievement in reading (R-7) with a
particular focus on oral language

Numeracy - To increase student
achievement in mathematics (R-7),
particularly in the number strand

2019

For those students enrolled in Years 1 and 2 in 2019, at least 80% will be in
the Middle or Upper growth bands for Running Records.

2020

For those students enrolled in Year 2 in 2020, at least 85% will be in the Middle or Upper growth bands for
Running Records. For those students enrolled in Year 3 in 2020, at least 80% will have demonstrated at
least one year's growth in their PATR results..

2021

For those students enrolled in Years 3 and 4 in 2021, at least 85% will have
demonstrated at least one year's growth in their PATR results.

2019

For those students enrolled in years 3, 4 and 5 in 2019, we will increase by 5%
the number of students achieving above the 50th %ile in PATM

2020

For those students enrolled in years 4, 5 and 6 in 2020, we will increase by 5%
the number of students achieving above the 50th %ile in PATM

2021

For those students enrolled in years 5,6 and 7 in 2021 we will increase by 5%
the number of students achieving above the 50th %ile in PATM

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice

Success criteria

Goal 1

If teachers adopt a common approach to ensure classroom
interactions effectively engage students in talk about reading
using Reciprocal Teaching Practices, then we will increase
student achievement in reading R-7.

In Reciprocal teaching groups and class sessions we will see R-7 students clarifying,
predicting, summarising and questioning with increasing confidence.
In classrooms we will see students having meaningful conversations about their learning with
other students and with adults (teachers and SSOs).
Students will using more Tier 2 and Tier 3 vocabulary when discussing their learning.
Students will be achieving their individual reading learning goals.

Goal 2

If teachers adopt a common approach to ensure classroom interactions
effectively engage students in talk about maths, with a strong focus on explicit
teaching of mathematical vocabulary and Big Ideas in Number, then we will
increase student achievement in mathematics, particularly in the number
strand, R-7

When engaged in mathematical problem solving tasks, students demonstrate the appropriate use of
mathematical vocabulary.
In observations and Big Ideas in Number testing year 3-5 students demonstrate increased understanding
of place value and multiplicative thinking.
Students will be achieving their individual maths learning goals.
Students will be utilising natural language, symbolic language, pictorial language and tactile functional
language in daily math tasks.

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Literacy - To increase student achievement in reading (R-7) with a particular focus on oral language

If teachers adopt a common approach to ensure classroom interactions effectively engage students in
talk about reading using Reciprocal Teaching Practices, then we will increase student achievement in
reading R-7.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

All staff will undertake training and
development around talking and
thinking about reading (Reciprocal
teaching, Strategies that Work)

Terms 1-4
2020

Bek to run Reciprocal Teaching training for
all staff (including SSOs)
Robyn to run process for ongoing unpacking
and implementation of the 'Strategies that
work' text over the year

'Strategies that Work' books (5*$87=$435)
Pupil free day term 1
1 hour week 0

All teachers will utilise the PAT vocab
(3-7) and Peabody Vocab test (R-2) and
then use this to inform teaching practice.
All teachers will also assess all students
reading comprehensions using
ReadTheory website and Year 1-7 PAT R

Term 1
2020 baseline,
Term 4
2020

All Class teachers
Teachers to reflect on student data and
improvement in staff meeting (term 1 and
term 4)

- PAT vocab test
- Peabody vocab test
- 10 hours SSO time - $400

All staff to work collaboratively to
collect and examine available
literacy data to determine reading
goals for and with individual
students

Term 1
2020

All Class teachers for 1/2 day each
Class teachers to track and share progress
towards goals
Leader to track and monitor Aboriginal students'
goals and reading achievements at least twice /
term

- 1 1/2 TRT days - $813
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

All teachers will intentionally plan
for oral language development,
scaffolding the language required
to access the curriculum

Plan actions for improvement

Literacy - To increase student achievement in reading (R-7) with a particular focus on oral language
Timeline

Terms 1-4
2020

Roles and responsibilities
Share strategies and achievements on one
strategy / term
- Teach active listening
- Allow wait time
- Build on learner language
- Use interactive drama-based activities

Resources

See Build Foundations Guidebook pages 8-9

All staff will implement Reciprocal Terms 1-4
Teaching process R-7 2 times /
2020
week with every class teacher and
every learning SSO

All Class teachers and SSOs
SSO and teacher time 2*week (all at same
Bek to track and monitor over the year
time) (40*SSO hours =$8000)
All teachers to report at staff meeting at least
twice / term

Site Leader and all teachers will
observe each other in classes to
audit the balance of teacher talk
and student talk and connect this
to a PDP goal

All Class teachers
Robyn (site leader)

Term 1
2020

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Attachment 1 in Stretch Guidebook
TRT release *3 half days = $813

$10461

In Reciprocal teaching groups and class sessions we will see R-7 students clarifying, predicting, summarising and questioning with
increasing confidence.
In classrooms we will see students having meaningful conversations about their learning with other students and with adults (teachers and
SSOs).
Students will using more Tier 2 and Tier 3 vocabulary when discussing their learning.
Students will be achieving their individual reading learning goals.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Numeracy - To increase student achievement in mathematics (R-7), particularly in the number strand

Challenge of practice

If teachers adopt a common approach to ensure classroom interactions effectively engage students in
talk about maths, with a strong focus on explicit teaching of mathematical vocabulary and Big Ideas in
Number, then we will increase student achievement in mathematics, particularly in the number strand,
R-7

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

All staff will undertake training and Terms 1-4
development around talking and
2020
thinking about Maths (Reciprocal
teaching, Teaching
Student-Centred Mathematics)

Robyn, Chris and Kristen to run process for
ongoing unpacking and implementation of
vocabulary related sections of the 'Teaching
Student-Centred Mathematics' text over the
year

'Teaching Student-Centred Mathematics'
books * 3 levels (already supplied)
Pupil free day term 1
1 hour week 0
Stretch Guidebook p16

All teachers will assess all students using Term 1 and
Big Ideas in Number tests as per our
Term 3
school Maths agreement. All teachers will
2020
plan next steps and interventions for all
students as part of classroom practice
based on BIiN test results.

All Class teachers to assess students and record on
ScoreLink
All class teachers to utilise this information for teaching of
BIiN strategies to move students forward
Teachers to reflect on student data and improvement in
staff meeting (term 1 and term 3)

3 days TRT release $1626
BIiN resources
ScoreLink
Intensive Teacher support in 2,3,4 class (class split
in 1/2 for 9 hours / week for numeracy and literacy)
$45000

All staff will explicitly outline and display Terms 1-4
learning intentions for numeracy
2019
lessons and work with students to set
SMARTAR learning goals based on
BIiN diagnostic testing, PAT data
analysis and class pretests

All Class Teachers to track and share
progress towards goals
Leader to track and monitor Aboriginal
students' goals and maths achievements at
least twice / term

ACARA
BIiN
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Numeracy - To increase student achievement in mathematics (R-7), particularly in the number strand
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

All teachers will explicitly and
regularly teach Maths vocabulary
R-7 with pretest and post-test of
vocabulary taught

Terms 1-4
2020

All staff

Math dictionaries
'Teaching Student-Centred Mathematics'
books * 3 levels (already supplied)

All teachers will utilise 'languaging
mathematics' concepts in daily math lessons
- natural language
- symbolic language
- pictorial language (visual representation)
- tactile functional language

Terms 1-4
2020

All class teachers to share strategies that
work in staff meeting at least once / term

Languaging Mathematics information 'Multimodal Languaging as a Pedagogical
Model' article
Stretch Guidebook p16

All teachers will include daily learning
Terms 1-4
talks in math lessons which incorporate 2020
Reciprocal Teaching strategies students clarifying, predicting,
questioning and summarising

All class teachers to share strategies that
work in staff meeting at least once / term

Reciprocal teaching strategies
Intensive Teacher support in 2,3,4 class
(class split in 1/2 for 9 hours / week for
numeracy and literacy) $45000

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$46626

When engaged in mathematical problem solving tasks, students demonstrate the appropriate use of mathematical vocabulary.
In observations and Big Ideas in Number testing year 3-5 students demonstrate increased understanding of place value and
multiplicative thinking.
Students will be achieving their individual maths learning goals.
Students will be utilising natural language, symbolic language, pictorial language and tactile functional language in daily math tasks.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Name: Robyn Gibbes
Date: 4/12/19 (31/1/19)
Approved by governing council chairperson

Name: Tracy Mattner
Date:4/12/19

Approved by education director

Name

Date
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